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INTRODUCTION

In the first part of last century anthropologists and archaeologists such as Kroeber, Childe, and others suggested that in some instances material culture similarities in space and time could be explained by the passing of information between individuals. The kernel of this simple idea—people copy those around them—was quantitatively elaborated by scholars working in North America and Europe (Lyman and O’Brien 2003, Shennan 2000). Americanist archaeologists and ethnologists noted that when the material culture record was described in a particular manner, cultural trait frequencies approximated normal or unimodal distributions. Kroeber (1919:257), for example, revealed the “underlying pulsation in the width of civilized women’s skirts, which is symmetrical and extends in its up and down beat over full century,” while Nelson (1916:167) attributed the “normal frequency curve” exhibited by a pottery type across superposed excavation units to reflect a style that “came slowly into vogue, attained a maximum and began a gradual decline” within a long-resident population. These expectations for the temporal distribution of transmitted (also called mimicked, borrowed, or diffused) traits were similarly applied to the spatial dimension of cultural transmission (e.g., Ford 1952).

Several recent archaeological studies have developed these culture historical generalisations into a more robust theoretical framework (e.g., Lipo et al. 1997, Teltser 1995, Tschauner 1994). This framework is based on generalising evolutionary theory beyond its original biological purview, so that artefactual variation is conceptually similar to phenotypic variation and is a product of cultural transmission, distinct from biological transmission (Leonard and Jones 1987, O’Brien and Lyman 2002, contra Collard et al. 2007). Scholars working in the so-called evolutionary archaeology tradition have long focused on the problem of generating relevant descriptions of the archaeological record using classifications that define homologous and analogous similarities (e.g., Allen 1996, Cochrane 2002a, Lipo 2001,
Meltzer 1981, O'Brien et al. 2002), and employing linked explanatory processes such as cultural transmission, drift, and selection for the differential persistence of artefact types.

Most research, however, using evolutionary theory to explain human behaviour and material culture has not developed from this Americanist culture historical base. Instead, many anthropologists and archaeologists (e.g., Bettinger and Eerkens 1999, Kohler et al. 2004, MacDonald 1998, Mc Elreath et al. 2003, Smith and Winterhalder 1992, Soltis et al. 1995) pursuing evolutionary explanations have focused on the complex cultural transmission patterns predicted by studies derived from population genetic-based models (e.g., Boyd and Richerson 1985), behavioural ecology (e.g., Krebs and Davies 1993), and social learning frameworks. The empirical expectations for cultural trait distributions in particular scenarios are then used to explain portions of the behavioural and material culture records. Henrich (2004), for example, constructed a mathematical model to compare the distributions of complex and simple skills over time in a finite population of cultural transmitters. Applying this model to the archaeological and ethnohistorical records of Tasmania, he argued that the loss of complex technologies over time resulted from a sudden decrease in effective population size and the difficulty of transmitting complex skills (cf. Read 2006). Like Henrich’s analysis, most contemporary use of cultural transmission is closely related to the seminal work of Boyd and Richerson (1985) and Cavalli-Sforza and Feldman (1981). While the explanatory frameworks used in this research tradition, known as dual-inheritance theory (also gene-culture co-evolution), do not share the same Americanist culture historical origins as much of evolutionary archaeology, both programs are used to explain archaeological variation as a result of cultural transmission and related evolutionary processes. Of course categorising evolutionary approaches in archaeology as two hermetically separated traditions is somewhat an overstatement as a few scholars have recently attempted to combine the two (e.g., Eerkens and Lipo 2005, Shennan 2003).
Here I explore some of the consequences of explaining archaeological variation using either dual-inheritance theory or evolutionary archaeology. For instance, the dual-inheritance framework is largely built to explain observable or potentially observable behaviour, not the archaeological record. Thus some dual-inheritance observational units, for example costly-punishment behaviour, may not be unambiguously applicable to the archaeological record (cf. Dunnell 1995:39-40). And for any scientific explanatory theory to be useful, relevant observational categories must be clearly applicable to the empirical record of interest (Willer and Willer 1973). This of course does not mean the architects of the dual-inheritance framework have not done their work. The responsibility for constructing a dynamically and empirically sufficient theory to explain the archaeological record lies with those who try to explain it.

To explore the relationship between theory and the empirical record, the next section compares the explanatory framework and empirical evidence of two well-established evolutionary sciences: palaeontology and neontological evolutionary biology. This comparison parallels that between dual-inheritance theory and the framework of evolutionary archaeology (see also Mesoudi et al. 2006). The subsequent section suggests some of the principal elements of both dual-inheritance and evolutionary archaeology approaches that should be necessary components of a scientific evolutionary framework built to explain the archaeological record. These ideas are demonstrated by applying the framework to the archaeological record of ceramic change in the south Pacific.

**EVOLUTIONARY THEORY APPLIED TO THE “FOSSIL” AND BEHAVIOURAL RECORDS**

Grantham (2004) has recently compared palaeontology and neontological evolutionary biology (i.e., the evolutionary study of living organisms, hereafter evolutionary biology) in a
way that highlights a set of similar, but not identical, contrasts between the dual-inheritance and evolutionary archaeology frameworks. Grantham notes that both palaeontology and evolutionary biology are grounded in the theory of natural selection; practitioners in both are interested in explaining organic diversity; and they share a common technique, cladistics. Palaeontologists apply cladistics to the analysis of morphological characters, while those studying living populations can examine genetic characters in addition to morphologies. Grantham (2004:690) compares palaeontology and evolutionary biology by noting focus of study (i.e., empirical record), temporal perspective, theoretical concepts, methods, and data (Table 1).

Grantham does not compare the two disciplines by the classification units they use. Evolutionary biologists generally use a biological (i.e., reproductive) species concept (largely attributed to Mayr [see O’Brien and Lyman 2000:200-207]) to place organisms into species-groups. Palaeontologists, working with a different empirical record and not observing the reproductive behaviour of organisms must arrange organisms using different criteria, relying mostly on morphology and spatio-temporal distribution (Eldredge and Gould 1972, Gould and Eldredge 1977, Simpson 1943). Regardless of the differing theoretical ramifications of biological and palaeontological species concepts—punctuated equilibrium and the reality of species are two examples—O’Brien and Lyman (2000:43) note a distinction of importance for classification issues: “What appears to work well for an ecologist, for example, whose specimens are living organisms, does not work particularly well for a paleobiologist, whose subject matter for the most part consists of preserved hard parts of long-dead organisms.” This distinction also pertains to evolutionary explanations of human cultural variation using either the behavioural or archaeological records.

We can compare the structure of dual-inheritance explanations of human cultural variation to the framework of evolutionary archaeology using Grantham’s system. Indeed, for
several of Grantham’s comparisons we can simply change the column headings to dual-inheritance theory and evolutionary archaeology (Table 2). The focus of study or record that dual-inheritance theory was originally built to explain is observations of human behaviour (e.g., Boyd and Richerson 1985: chapter 3). For evolutionary archaeology the empirical record to explain consists of artefacts and their temporal and spatial variation. This point bears further discussion.

The focus on artefacts does not mean evolutionary archaeologists think behaviour is unimportant. On the contrary, the archaeological record captures variation in the material results of behaviour through time and space. And potential explanations using processes such as selection are evaluated by examining variation in these material results. Again, selection here is broadened from its restricted definition pertaining to organismal reproduction and refers to any differential replication of entities where replication is influenced by the relative advantage some entities may have over others in an adaptive context. For example, consider the increase of shell-tempered pottery in southeast Missouri from approximately AD 500-1400. Feathers (2006) argues that this frequency change—that is, variation in the material results of behaviour—is likely explained by selection as shell-tempered pottery performed better than sand-tempered pottery within the adaptive environment of the pottery makers. The basis for this performance claim lies in the measurable differences in strength properties, fracture toughness and work-of-fracture, across different shell-tempered and sand-tempered ceramic classes. A series of other measures (permeability, yield, deformation) also suggests that ceramic strength is the empirical property under selection. Finally, spatially and temporally variable changes in firing technology and subsistence practices likely led to different adaptive environments in which some shell-tempered potteries were advantageous relative to other pottery types.

Obviously, human behaviour is inferred throughout this possible explanation. People
worked clay into vessels with variable amounts and kinds of temper. They fired pots at different temperatures and over different lengths of time. They ate different proportions and types of “wild” foods and tended crops, cooking them in various ways. But archaeologists do not observe this historically contingent pot-making, fire-stoking, and food preparing. Instead, we determine the evolutionary processes that shaped the distribution of different behaviours in a population where those different behaviours are unambiguously linked to empirical results in the archaeological record: vessel tempering behaviour that is parsed in our construction of ceramic classes, firing behaviour evidenced in ceramic cores and experimental refiring measurements, subsistence behaviour that is captured in human bone chemistry. These behavioral inferences rely on immanent (Lyman and O’Brien 1998) or universal properties and processes that link the archaeological record and human behaviour. Sometimes our assumptions about universal processes and properties will be unhelpful or unsupportable, but these may often be classification or analytical errors. We may, for example, inaccurately describe firing behaviour from sherd cores due to misclassification or unrecognised reactions between ceramic phases. Nevertheless, firing environment, and therefore this aspect of human behaviour, always influences certain sherd characteristics.

Other differences between evolutionary archaeology and dual-inheritance theory are noted in Table 2. Temporal perspective is often markedly different in the two approaches. Methods, the procedures we employ to quantify our observations in meaningful ways, may be different in each kind of study, with greater emphasis on mathematical modelling in dual-inheritance frameworks. Data are different, typically observations of behaviour for dual-inheritance theory and observations of the results of behaviour or artefacts for evolutionary archaeology. And the construction of observational units is treated differently. In the evolutionary archaeology literature, much effort has been spent on the procedures for substantiating the ability of artefact classes, either newly constructed classes (e.g., O’Brien et
al. 2002) or those used by culture historians (e.g., Lipo et al. 1997), to measure evolutionary relatedness. Classes might also be evaluated on their ability to track similarity and differences due to similar natural and social environments (e.g., Hurt and Rakita 2001). In contrast, how to construct and evaluate the ability of observational units to track either homologous or analogous similarity has received little attention in the dual-inheritance literature. At least one likely reason for this is the relative ease of identifying homologous similarities, those arising from cultural transmission within related lineages, in ethnographic and experimental populations.

What are some ramifications of the theoretical differences between dual-inheritance and evolutionary archaeology approaches suggested by Table 2? Theory, laments Wilson (1998:52), is “a word hobbled by multiple meanings…[and] in everyday context shot through with corrupting ambiguity.” In the natural sciences, theory is a set of propositions that order the world of investigation built by a dialectic cycle of abstract reasoning and observation. Theory provides the rules by which we try to understand the world, the pertinent observational units, and the explanatory relationships between those units (Dunnell 1982, Lewontin 1974, Willer and Willer 1974). Even with this simplified definition, some theoretical elements of dual-inheritance and evolutionary archaeology approaches should be different as the approaches were built with different kinds of observable phenomena in mind. For example, dual-inheritance theory postulates different transmission routes—vertical, horizontal, and oblique—and these different routes may partly explain the distribution of culturally transmitted variants in successive generations. There are numerous empirical studies of human behaviour that use these different routes as explanatory concepts (Boyd and Richerson 1985: Table 3.4). There are very few (e.g., Henrich 2004, MacDonald 1998) archaeological studies that use transmission route concepts in attempts to explain archaeological variation. One reason there are few uses of transmission route concepts in
archaeological explanations is the difficulty of unambiguously relating archaeological observational units to transmission routes. This is not to say that transmission routes are unimportant in explanations of behavioural variation, simply that they are less easily applied in explanations of the archaeological record. Imagine a similar situation in palaeontology and evolutionary ecology. Biologists may explain increased reproductive success of particular males in a living population to be a result of rank in a dominance hierarchy (Emlen and Oring 1977). A dominance hierarchy model may not be viable for paleontologists studying the differential representation of morphological traits in extinct taxa, because mating behaviour is not observable and the timescale of interest is orders of magnitude different. This does not mean that in general dominance hierarchy models are missing some necessary component (i.e., dynamically insufficient), but are simply, like all aspects of scientific theory, built to explain a bounded portion of the empirical world.

The general applicability of transmission route concepts to the behavioural and archaeological records exemplifies one difference between dual-inheritance and evolutionary archaeology approaches. Two additional important differences include the prevalent use of decision rules in dual-inheritance studies, and the greater concern with classification issues in evolutionary archaeology.

Can decision rules be used to explain archaeological variation? Decision rules describe how different conditions influence the probability that cultural variants will be transmitted between individuals in population and include, for example, frequency-dependent transmission and guided variation (Boyd and Richerson 1985). The use of decision rules to explain the archaeological record includes a few studies that employ Neiman’s (Neiman 1995) neutral model as a baseline and explain variant frequencies that depart from neutral expectations as evidence for the workings of particular decision rules (e.g., Bentley and Shennan 2003, Kohler et al. 2004, Shennan and Wilkinson 2001). Another, less used
approach in archaeology, applies decision rule expectations directly to archaeological distributions without comparison to neutral null expectations. These studies seem to concentrate on what is often considered adaptive artefactual variation (e.g., Bettinger and Eerkens 1999, Henrich 2004).

Decision rules are sorting mechanisms and are conceptually similar to artificial selection in that the diversity of behaviours transmitted in a population is modified by human decisions, intentional or not. The problematic issue for archaeologists, however, is how to link decision rule expectations to distributional data generated through the creation and application of artefact classes. And when archaeological distributions match decision rule expectations, what are the explanatory alternatives and how are these assessed? Bettinger and Eerkens (1999) provide a recent example of the archaeological use of decision rules. They demonstrated that various metric attributes of Rosegate type projectile points in central Nevada are significantly correlated while attributes of the same point type in eastern California are not. Bettinger and Eerkens hypothesise that attribute correlation in central Nevada Rosegate points is a result of individuals copying all the point attributes of successful models or indirectly biased transmission. They suggest the uncorrelated attributes in eastern California Rosegate points are a result of individuals copying the points of successful models and then modifying some point attributes in a trial-and-error fashion. This is guided variation. As Bettinger and Eerkens (1999:240) note, these hypotheses need further evaluation. One possible evaluative method involves experimental transmission studies (e.g., McElreath et al. 2005). Indeed, recent work by Mesoudi and O’Brien (2006) confirms that within an experimental population of university undergraduates variation in attribute correlation across projectile points can be a product of indirect bias and guided variation.

Even with experimental work, evaluating decision-rule hypotheses applied to archaeological data will be difficult (although difficulty is certainly not a reason to forgo this
work). Experimental transmission studies might initially target particular archaeological hypotheses for evaluation (as did Mesoudi and O’Brien [2006]) and will require more complicated experiments when more complex decision-making rules are proposed such as prestige-biased transmission (Henrich and Gil-White 2001), or rules that dictate transmission with individuals sharing similar ethnic markers (McElreath, Boyd, and Richerson 2003). In addition to experimental transmission analyses, research that evaluates the relative performance of artefacts in adaptive contexts may provide a methodological bridge between dual-inheritance and evolutionary archaeology.

Along with differences in the use of transmission routes and decision rules, there are also differences between dual-inheritance and evolutionary archaeology approaches in the use and construction of observational units. As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, evolutionary archaeologists have a somewhat uncommon concern with constructing artefact classifications. The primary reason for continuous development and evaluation of artefact classifications is the requirement for any evolutionary study to describe the archaeological record in a fashion that identifies similarities resulting from transmission. Those who study and model living populations can analytically define a transmitting population as the individuals under study. Allowing for variation in human perception (Eerkens 2000), observed variation is unambiguously interpreted as a partial product of transmission between individuals. Archaeologists, however, confront an empirical record comprising the results of behaviour and often a record that preserves these results only on a corporate scale and over time spans much greater than living populations. Thus a necessary initial question to ask in evolutionary analysis of the archaeological record is how to construct observational units that track cultural transmission? Any observational unit—ethnographic or emic pottery types, chemical compositional groups, attribute-association types—may not track variation explicable via transmission. Increasingly, archaeologists and others have developed
distributional and statistical expectations for artefact classes that track transmission (e.g., Lipo 2001, Neiman 1995, O’Brien et al. 2002, Pocklington 2006).

Lipo (2001), for example, used expectations for the distribution of selectively-neutral traits in a population and random walk tests to evaluate the degree to which ceramic classes applied to Mississippi river valley assemblages captured neutral culturally-transmitted variation. Lipo then used these classes to build frequency seriations of contemporaneous assemblages. Sets of successfully seriated assemblages demarcate the spatial location of a population defined by transmission and heritable continuity (see also Lipo et al. 1997).

O’Brien et al. (2002) used a form of occurrence seriation similar to a multi-state transformation series analysis in cladistics to test the ability of their projectile point classes to measure transmission. Their seriations arrange projectile point classes in a series of equally parsimonious sequences (i.e., each with the same number of character state transformations) and indicate which projectile point class is likely the most ancestral of the group. Describing occurrence seriation, O’Brien et al. (2002:141-142) argue that when the technique is properly applied and units are arranged so character presence/absence is continuous and overlapping, “the result is strong supporting evidence that we are dealing with heritable continuity” (see O’Brien and Lyman [1999] for expanded discussion of seriation).

These differences between the dual-inheritance and evolutionary archaeology programs stem in part from the different empirical records that are their major focus of explanation. However, as both programs share the goal of explaining human cultural variation as a result of transmission, selection, innovation and other evolutionary processes, some elements of each program should be compatible and beneficial to both the archaeological and behavioural records. This would also be expected if we consider that dual-inheritance theory and evolutionary archaeology can be differentiated as micro- and macroevolutionary studies, respectively (Mesoudi et al. 2006). The next section presents an
example of how dual-inheritance concepts and evolutionary archaeology may be combined using the archaeology of ceramic change in the southwest Pacific.

**A COMBINED EVOLUTIONARY HYPOTHESIS FOR FIJIAN CERAMIC CHANGE**

Ceramic types in the archipelagos of the southwest Pacific have often been linked to culturally distinct groups. Different kinds of ceramics, often identified through various surface treatments, have suggested new populations moving into an area, or cultural change within a population over time. The Lapita ceramic series, for example, is generally interpreted as one marker of a culturally distinct population that colonised a large area of the southwest Pacific approximately 3500-3000 years ago (Kirch 1997). Unique ceramic changes in a number of archipelagos first inhabited by this population suggest later cultural differentiation (Spriggs 2004). Such explanations of ceramic variation in the Pacific are similar to the socio-cultural interpretations of phases produced by Americanist culture historians (Cochrane 2005, Hunt 1986). In contrast, pottery variation in the Pacific has rarely been explained as a result of evolutionary processes as developed within a dual-inheritance or evolutionary archaeology framework.

In the remainder of this chapter I develop an evolutionary hypothesis to account for changes in the thickness of ceramic vessels over a 2,700 year period on Waya Island in the Yasawa Islands of western Fiji. Previous research in Fiji has concentrated on chronological and spatial variation in ceramic surface treatment and vessel forms, often interpreted in terms of intra- and inter-archipelagic interaction in the region. The goal of the analysis here is to exemplify ways in which the strengths of evolutionary archaeology and dual-inheritance approaches can be combined in a framework for archaeological explanation.

The Yasawa Islands of western Fiji (Figure 1) comprise six main islands and several islets stretching some 80 km in a straight line 40 km west of the main Fijian island of Viti
Levu. The Yasawas were initially inhabited approximately 2700 years ago, two hundred years later than the first occupied areas of Fiji (Anderson and Clark 1999, Cochrane 2004). Yasawas Islands archaeological deposits contain abundant low-fired earthenwares with a range of decorative and formal variation used to divide Fijian prehistory into periods (Table 3). Pottery in the Yasawas and Fiji appears to have been produced at a household level as there is currently no evidence for large-scale manufacturing or functional integration of different production units.

Archaeological research in the Yasawa Islands has consistently been concerned with generating descriptions of the archaeological record with classification systems that track heritable continuity (Cochrane 2002b, Cochrane 2004, Cochrane in press), a methodological focus of evolutionary archaeology as described above. Similarities in Yasawa Islands ceramics, when described using classes built from particular observations or modes, describe transmission patterns spanning the human occupation of the islands. The spatial and temporal characteristics of these transmission patterns have been generated through both cladistic and seriation analyses (Cochrane 2004).

Seriation analysis of the Yasawa Islands ceramic assemblages, described by various surface treatment classes, indicates the distribution of surface treatment classes over time and across the Yasawa Islands is likely a product of cultural transmission. Figure 2 depicts a seriation where surface modification class frequencies are monotonically distributed over assemblages from across the Yasawa Islands and from deposits dating to colonisation up to the recent past. This seriation, however, does not conform perfectly to the model as the distribution of two classes, Rectangular Paddle Impressing and Rectilinear Incision, are not monotonic and continuous. The other class distributions follow the seriation model within the 95% confidence intervals for estimating the frequency of classes. Finally, the assemblage from Y2-39 (8-1), is not described by multiple classes that overlap with other assemblages in
Even though these Yasawa Islands assemblages do not conform in all respects to the frequency seriation model it seems likely that with larger assemblages more conditions of the model will be met (Lipo 2001). If future research on assemblages representing the entire prehistory of the islands bears this out then we can suggest that the Yasawas islands were inhabited by a single population sharing traits through cultural transmission from colonisation up to the recent past.

Phylogenetic transmission patterns were also explored in the Yasawa Islands assemblages with trees generated using maximum-parsimony methods in PAUP* 4.0 (Swofford 2001). The phylogenetic analyses were conducted on some of the same archaeological assemblages used in the seriation analysis, but for the phylogenetic analysis only sherds described by a rim classification were used. This classification was evaluated in the same manner presented in O’Brien et al. (2002). Several phylogenetic trees and their clades, or groups of related transmission lineages at several hierarchical levels, were generated and two are arrayed against a time-line in Figure 3. These phylogenetic trees of ceramic classes are constructed with different, but equally applicable outgroups, and share similar topologies each depicting a clade of recent ceramic classes evolved from a common pool of ancestral variation approximately 500 years ago (see Cochrane [2004] for full analysis).

With methods such as seriation and cladistics, along with evolutionary archaeology’s typical concern with artefact classification, we can define both Darwinian populations and transmission lineages within these populations. A logical next step is to develop hypotheses to account for spatial and temporal variation among populations (e.g., Lipo et al. 2005) or among transmission lineages within populations, such as the origins of the recent clade of ceramic rim classes (e.g., Cochrane and Neff 2006). In accounting for variation within and
between populations, evolutionary archaeology and dual-inheritance theory find close common interest.

A transmission lineage is an empirical distribution of an artefact class or classes where the distribution conforms to the expectations of heritable continuity (O'Brien and Lyman 2000). How might we explain the spatial, temporal, and class characteristics of a lineage relative to other lineages or clades? Consider for example a lineage defined by steatite vessel classes relative to other container technologies, say pottery, sandstone and basket classes all joined in a clade of related transmission lineages. The temporal and spatial distribution of the steatite class lineage might be explained by a relative advantage these vessels exhibit compared to other container technologies (Truncer 2004). First we should demonstrate that all of these container classes were present within a population of cultural transmitters. Second, both steatite vessel class frequencies and independent measures of relative advantage, such as offered through material science experiments, would have to conform to a model of traits under selection—differential persistence related to relative advantage in a particular environment. This logic has been adopted by evolutionary archaeologists and others (e.g., Braun 1987, Feathers 1989, Hoard et al. 1995, O'Brien et al. 1994, Schiffer and Skibo 1987, 1997). In a similar sense, dual-inheritance theory suggests that variation in the expression of a cultural trait in a lineage may be explained by cultural transmission or decision rules consciously or unconsciously adopted by individuals in a population. Different decision rules produce different expected distributions of cultural trait variants and most decision rules are based on the assumption that variants differ in potential adaptiveness.

However, selection in dual-inheritance theory refers to the differential persistence of genes, natural selection sensu stricto, not the generalized meaning favoured by evolutionary archaeology as the differential persistence of inherited variants in either the separate genetic or cultural transmission systems (Leonard and Jones 1987, Neff 2000, O'Brien and Lyman
Thus natural selection in dual-inheritance theory shapes cultural trait distributions through the removal of models (people) from which naïve individuals might have learned cultural traits (Boyd and Richerson 1985:174-175), although many dual-inheritance models suggest natural selection plays little part as its effects are overwhelmed by the effects of learning.

How might decision rules as developed within dual-inheritance theory and the generalized model of selection in evolutionary archaeology be used to explain variation within a lineage? To address this, I examined change in sherd thickness over time at the Qaranicagi cave site on Waya Island in the Yasawa Islands of western Fiji. Deposits at Qaranicagi cover the 2,700 years of human occupation in the Yasawas and pottery deposition at this site was fairly continuous (Cochrane 2002b). The site was used for a range of activities including food processing and consumption, evidenced by midden deposits of fish, shellfish, mammal, and bird remains, and multiple hearth features. Ceremonial burial activities also took place within the confines of the cave and lithic tools and debitage indicate tool use and manufacture or retouch within the site (Cochrane 2004, Cochrane et al. 2004). Assessment of the heritability of vessel thickness at Qaranicagi has not been completed. For the moment, we must rely on the analyses of ceramic rim form and decoration that indicate variation in these cultural traits is a product of transmission within one or more lineages in a population and assume that the thickness of these vessels was also a learned trait passed between individuals over the time span of the Qaranicagi ceramic sequence.

A first step in analysing thickness variation here is to compare sherd thickness with expectations based on a null model. A stochastic null model has been developed in both the dual-inheritance theory and evolutionary archaeology frameworks: unbiased transmission (Boyd and Richerson 1985) and the neutral model (Lipo 2001, Neiman 1995), respectively. These models propose that trait frequencies in a cultural generation are a product of prior
frequencies, the rate of innovation and effective population size, and trait frequencies are not affected by differential persistence due to relative advantage. Neutral model evaluations have previously been made using estimates of class diversity following Neiman (1995) and comparing variant frequencies to power law distributions (e.g., Bentley et al. 2004, Bentley and Shennan 2003). Recently Eerkens and Lipo (2005) formulated an unbiased transmission model where transmission of a continuous trait was simulated for ten related lineages. They noted that if the only process influencing trait expression is copying error then the value of the trait in each related lineage will diverge, the mean value across all lineages will stay roughly constant and the coefficient of variation will increase over successive transmission generations (Figure 4).

The Eerkens and Lipo model may explain sherd thickness data generated from the superposed pottery deposits at Qaranicagi. In comparison with their simulation, if vessel thickness is a cultural trait transmitted within a group of related lineages, and if variation in vessel thickness is explained solely by copying error, and not for example by a relative advantage conferred to vessels of different thickness, the mean of thickness should remain the same within set confidence intervals over transmission generations. A plot of sherd thickness means across excavation levels, combined to reduce effects of sample size, indicates that mean sherd thickness does not remain the same (Figure 5). Moreover mean sherd thicknesses are significantly different ($F = 43.18$, $p < 0.0005$), although the outlier and extreme values may affect this ANOVA. These results suggest that variation in sherd thickness is not explained by a null model of copying error. Analysis of the coefficient of variation of the sherd data supports this conclusion as well.

The coefficient of variation (CV) is one of several ways to characterise the amount of variation in a population measured by a variable. It is calculated by dividing the standard deviation of a set of measurements by the mean of the measurements and multiplying the
quotient by 100. Like the mean, the CV of sherd thickness changes over time (Figure 6). It decreases steadily from the earliest excavation levels at Qaranicagi until approximately level 6 (circa 550 years ago), then the CV increases for the remainder of the sequence.

How might we apply the expectations of other decision rules to variation in the CV of body sherd thickness at Qaranicagi? Again, Eerkens and Lipo (2005) provide some null-model expectations as they simulated the effect of various forms of biased transmission on variance. They simulated conformist transmission where individuals acquiring traits may conform to an average value from the previous transmission generation, and prestige-biased transmission, where individuals may preferentially copy models from the previous generation based on the model’s prestige. The strength of either conformity or prestige-bias was altered for different simulation runs by changing the probability that individuals conform or choose a prestigious model. Eerkens and Lipo (2005) demonstrate that as the probability of either conformist or prestige-biased transmission increases, variance in the transmitted trait decreases.

Comparing the Eerkens and Lipo simulation results with the Fijian data suggest that the decrease in the CV of sherd thickness over the first 2,200 years of the Qaranicagi sequence might be explained by biased transmission, of either a conformist or prestige-based sort. To further investigate this we can examine the coordination of trends in the CV of sherd thickness and thickness values themselves. Comparison of Figures 6 and 7 shows that while CV was decreasing from initial occupation of Qaranicagi 2,700 years ago up to approximately 550 years ago, the trend in sherd thickness was to first increase and then continually decrease until about 550 years ago (although the regression in Fig. 7 explains very little of the variation). For the last 550 years both the CV of sherd thickness and sherd thickness values increase.

Conformist transmission increases the frequency of adaptive cultural variants in a
population (Boyd and Richerson 1985, Henrich and Boyd 1998). Therefore at Qaranicagi if vessel thickness variants are sorted by conformist transmission they should exhibit adaptive differences relative to a selective environment. Such adaptive differences have been evaluated by evolutionary archaeologists and others through material science analyses that attempt to quantify the differing performance of variants in particular contexts (e.g., Feathers 2006, Lyman et al. 1998, O’Brien et al. 1994, Schiffer and Skibo 1987, 1997). Vessel thickness is one characteristic that influences the ability of pots to withstand the compressive and tensile forces on their exterior and interior surfaces when placed over a fire (other inter-related characteristics include porosity, paste-grain and temper-grain size). Thin vessels, with higher thermal conductivity than thick vessels, are better able to resist the damaging effects of thermal stress because they have a smaller thermal gradient from exterior to interior. Thus we might expect to find thinner vessels when and where prolonged and/or repeated cooking in pots is advantageous compared to other food preparation technologies. For the Qaranicagi ceramics the possible performance differences related to thermal stress between vessels of varying thickness could be assessed through thermal gradient analysis (see Lawrence and West 1982) of test specimens constructed to represent the range of thickness variants with their other ceramic characteristics (porosity, grain sizes).

Combining the adaptive logic of performance analyses and the conformist transmission hypothesis, we would expect a change in the selective environment that sorts variation in cooking technologies and vessel thickness at approximately 2300 years ago when the trend changes from increasingly thick vessels to increasingly thin vessels occurs. Additionally, as the CV of sherd thickness is continually decreasing before and after the thickness trend change, it seems that the strength of selection potentially shaping sherd thickness is continually increasing during the first 2200 years of occupation. Testing this expectation of the conformist transmission hypotheses might involve investigating dietary
changes that require changes in cooking technology related to prolonged or repeated cooking over heat. Such dietary changes could be described through, for example, archaeofaunal, phytolith and human bone isotope analyse. Protein and residue analyses of potsherds can provide direct evidence of changes in the kinds of foods consumed. Although some isotopic (Cochrane et al. 2005) and faunal analyses (Hunt et al. 1999) have begun, additional work is necessary to evaluate the conformist transmission hypothesis in this manner.

Alternatively, if prestige-based transmission explains the decrease in the CV of sherd thickness for the first 2,200 years at Qaranicagi what corollary empirical expectations related to sherd thickness trends can we derive? Here, it seems most expectations would be plagued by causal equifinality given our empirical record of artefacts along with their temporal and spatial variation, and the behavioural record often used to generate empirical expectations for prestige-biased transmission (Henrich and Gil-White 2001). While some may argue that the corollary expectations of dietary change in the conformist transmission hypothesis are also troubled by equifinality, it is material science analysis of performance differences that will provide an empirical link between ceramic thickness variation and the selective environment that sorts cooking technologies and subsistence variation. This is not to say that pot makers never engaged in preferential copying of cliques or particular models. Like the example in the previous section of paleontologists struggling to use dominance hierarchy models to explain reproductive success, we can expect that some aspects of dual-inheritance theory will not be applicable to the archaeological record.

Trends in sherd thickness might also be explained through hierarchical sorting, or hitch-hiking (Hurt et al. 2001, Vrba and Gould 1986). Hierarchical sorting occurs when an evolutionary process such as selection has shaped the differential representation of entities at a particular level in a hierarchy such that lower-level entities are also differentially represented. This process may explain the differential persistence of thickness variants at
Qaranicagi as summarised by the trend in the CV of sherd thickness. For example, different vessel types (e.g., water storage, food storage, cooking, ceremony, and transportation vessels) may have different functional thickness parameters. If there is a reduction in the diversity of vessel types, perhaps as a result of selection removing vessel repertoires that are more costly in terms of time, knowledge and materials to produce (Cochrane 2002b), then different sets of thickness parameters associated with vessel types may also be removed—this is hierarchical sorting. The trend toward lower CV of sherd thickness values during the first 2,200 years at Qaranicagi may be tracking the changing diversity of vessel types over time and the removal of vessel types with widely varying thickness parameters. Indeed archaeologists have for some time noted a decrease in vessel type diversity beginning shortly after colonisation of Fiji and the nearby archipelagos of Tonga and Samoa (analyses summarised by Burley and Clark [2003]). Additionally, unlike other areas of Fiji-West Polynesia where vessel type diversity decreases throughout prehistory, Burley (2005) has recently argued that at the Sigatoka Dunes site in western Fiji (the same general area as Qaranicagi), this trend of declining vessel type diversity stops approximately 1,600 years ago and diversity increases as new vessel types begin to appear in the Sigatoka ceramic assemblages. Although vessel type diversity data for Qaranicagi are inconclusive on this point (Cochrane 2002b, 2004), the late increase in the CV of sherd thickness at Qaranicagi may also reflect the addition of vessel types that expand the thickness parameters employed by potters.

CONCLUSION

Explanation of the archaeological record can apply insights and models from dual-inheritance theory constructed largely to explain observable behaviour, but we are limited in our use of dual-inheritance transmission models when the archaeological record is the focus of explanation. In the Qaranicagi ceramics example, a conformist transmission explanation
can be evaluated by investigating the ceramic performance expectations of potentially adaptive traits and corollary expectations of archaeological patterning. A prestige-based transmission model, however, seems to have no unambiguous additional empirical expectations even though both models would produce similar patterns in the coefficient of variation (CV) of ceramic traits.

The differences between the explanatory frameworks of paleontology and evolutionary biology are closely paralleled in evolutionary archaeology and dual-inheritance frameworks. Evolutionary archaeology and dual-inheritance theory are built primarily to explain different empirical records—the record of artefacts and the living record of behaviour. An archaeological explanatory system cannot necessarily be built from only those processes that explain living systems, but instead needs to be built in dynamically and empirically sufficient terms using insights from both dual-inheritance and evolutionary archaeology theory. Gould (1980) recognised a similar problem when paleontologists continued to apply microevolutionary processes to the fossil record.

Several years ago Bettinger and Eerkens (1999:239) suggested that “there is a general tendency for archaeologists to assume that differences in cultural transmission are unimportant. We suppose that reflects a common misconception that Darwinian forces are all obvious, strong, and life threatening.” Now an apt statement might read: while archaeologists increasingly recognise the importance of cultural transmission, some concepts from dual-inheritance theory built to explain a behavioural record may lack empirical sufficiency when dealing with the archaeological record.
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Table 1. Grantham’s (2004:690) table comparing the fields of neontological evolutionary biology and evolutionary paleobiology.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Neontological evolutionary biology</th>
<th>Evolutionary paleobiology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Focus of study</td>
<td>Living organisms</td>
<td>Fossil remains of organisms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporal perspective</td>
<td>Shorter term: $10^{-2}$–$10^3$ years</td>
<td>Typically longer term: $10^3$–$10^7$ years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theory</td>
<td>Models of natural selection and speciation, generally articulated in terms of population or quantitative genetics</td>
<td>Relies on broader neo-darwinian theory; rarely uses population genetic theory. Some distinctively paleobiological theory (e.g., taphonomy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methods</td>
<td>Greater emphasis on experiments</td>
<td>Less emphasis on experiments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data</td>
<td>Emphasizes genetic data and population structure</td>
<td>Extremely limited access to genetic data and population structure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Comparison of dual-inheritance theory and evolutionary archaeology using Grantham’s (2004:690) categories.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Dual-inheritance theory</th>
<th>Evolutionary archaeology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Focus of study</strong></td>
<td>Extant and modelled populations</td>
<td>Archaeological record</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Temporal Perspective</strong></td>
<td>Less than one day to tens of years</td>
<td>Hundreds to millions of years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Theory</strong></td>
<td>Transmission &amp; decision rules, population genetic theory</td>
<td>Transmission &amp; selection models, neutral trait models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Methods</strong></td>
<td>Ethnographic field work, mathematical modelling</td>
<td>Seriation, cladistics, materials science/ performance analyses, less emphasis on mathematical modelling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Data</strong></td>
<td>Observations of behaviour</td>
<td>Artefacts and the results of behaviour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Observational units</strong></td>
<td>Little emphasis on how to construct observational units</td>
<td>Large emphasis on how to construct observational units</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time Period</th>
<th>Period Name</th>
<th>Ceramics</th>
<th>Subsistence</th>
<th>Social Organization</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2500 – 1000 BP</td>
<td>Navatu paddle-impressed wares, plainwares</td>
<td>increasing horticultural variation, marine resources</td>
<td>population expansion, settlement shifts</td>
<td>(Burley 2005, Clark 2000, Cochrane and Neff 2006)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000 – 200 BP</td>
<td>Vuda plainwares, incised and appliqué wares</td>
<td>agriculture, horticulture, marine resources</td>
<td>aggregated settlements, defended habitations</td>
<td>(Field 2004, Hunt 1987)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200 BP - present</td>
<td>Rā historic wares, appliqué wares</td>
<td>agriculture, horticulture, marine resources</td>
<td>European contact, population collapse</td>
<td>(Frost 1979)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1. Map of the Pacific showing Fiji and the Yasawa Islands
Figure 2. Seriation of seven Yasawa Islands ceramic body sherd assemblages. Assemblage names at left and class names as column heads. Open rectangles represent class frequency within a particular assemblage. Black bars denote error terms calculated at 95% confidence intervals, following Lipo (2001). See Cochrane (2004) for materials and methods.
Figure 3. Phylogenetic trees representing hypothesized relationships among 14 Yasawa Islands ceramic rim classes, using two different outgroups. Class definition codes are shown next to each rim illustration. These 50-percent majority-rule consensus trees are generated from 1,974 equally parsimonious trees. Illustrations of classes (interior of vessel to left) convey characteristics of the class only and do not depict actual specimens. Shaded rims are tempered with terrigenous sands. Branch lengths and node positions depict approximate chronological origins and extinctions of classes only. See Cochrane (2004) for full description of materials and methods.

Figure 4. Eerkens and Lipo (2005) figure 1 reproduced. Changes in the value of a metric trait in ten lineages over 400 transmission generations. The average value and the coefficient of
variation of the trait in the ten lineages is also displayed.
Figure 5. Box plot of mean body sherd thickness (mm) per grouped excavation level at Qaranicagi (test unit 1), basal level to right. Circles are outliers, stars are extreme values. The deepest excavation levels, 17-23 (grouped into two units 18 and 22), contain material dated between 2300-2700 BP; levels 12-14 (grouped into a single unit 13) contains material dated between 920-1270 BP; and levels 2-6 contain materials dating from recent times to 550 BP. Age and depth of sediment are roughly correlated in a linear fashion. The same dates apply to Figures 6 and 7. See Cochrane (2002, 2004) for details of analysis.
Figure 6. Plot of coefficient of variation (CV) of sherd thickness measures per grouped excavation level at Qaranticagi (test unit 1), basal excavation level to right.
Figure 7. Plot of thickness measurements for sherds (n = 1734) grouped by excavation level at Qaranicagi. Cubic regression line is the best fit to the data ($r^2 = 0.083$, $F = 52.38$, $p < 0.000$), although very little of the variation is explained.